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On 4/10/85 the plant was in Mode 3 with the shutdown banks withdrawn and
rod drive power being supplied by motor generator (MG) set #2. At
approximately 1400 CST the output breaker for MG set #2 tripped open
causing the shutdown banks to drop. Upon observing the shutdown banks
drop, the Reactor Operator manually opened the Reactor Trip Breakers
which resulted in a Feedwater Isolation. The operators recovered from
the trip per plant procedures and stabilized plant conditions.

An investigation into the incident revealed that the exciter overcurrent
relays for both MG sets' vere picked up. An exciter overcurrent. condition
along with a bus overvoltage condition trips the MG set output breaker.
The investigation could not verify the presence of a bus overvoltage
. condition at.the time of the incident since the bus overvoltage relay

was de-energized by the trip. To prevent recurrence, the pickup setting
on the exciter overcurrent relays will be increased.

There was no damage to plant equipment or radioactive releases as'a
result of this incident. At no time did this event threaten the public
health and safety.
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on 4/10/85 the plant was in Mode 3 with the shutdown banks withdrawn and
rod drive power being supplied by motor generator (MG) set #2. Rod
Drive MG Set #1 was running but with its output breaker open following
an unsuccessful attempt to parallel the MG sets. At approximately 1400
CST during troubleshooting of the Reactor Control System, the output

-breaker for MG set #2 tripped open causing the shutdown banks to drop.
Upon observing the shutdown banks drop, the Reactor Operator manually
opened the Reactor Trip Breakers which resulted in a Feedwater
Isolation. The Operators recovered from the trip per plant procedures
and stabilized plant conditions.

An investigation into the incident did not identify a relationship
between the troubleshooting being performed on the Reactor Control
System and the trip of the MG set output breaker. I&C personnel
observed immediately after the incident that the exciter overcurrent
relays for both MG sets were picked up. An exciter overcurrent
condition coupled with either a bus overvoltage condition or
synchronization of both MG sets will cause the generator output breaker
to trip.

It is believed that the exciter overcurrent relays were picked up
because the field operating current on the MG sets (approximately 3.4
amps while a single MG set is providing rod control power) is slightly
less than the pickup setting on the relays (approximately 3.5 amps).
During control rod movement, the field current seems to increase
approximately 0.1 amps, thus often picking up the relays. The control
rods were not being moved at the time of this incident; however the
relay could have been picked up during rod movement prior to the breaker
trip.

Operation has proceeded with rod control power being supplied by both MG;

sets, thus reducing the field operating current since each MG set is
carrying half the load. To prevent recurrence of this incident, the
pickup setting on the exciter overcurrent relays will be increased (to
approximately 3.75 amps) such that the relays will not be picked up
during rod movement. The increased pickup setting has been evaluated to
satisfy the protective function provided by the relays.

Both MG sets were not synchronized at the time of the incident;
therefore the only possible exciter overcurrent trip would also require
the bus overvoltage relay to be picked up. The pre-trip condition of
the bus overvoltage relay could not be determined since it was
de-energized by the trip. The bus overvoltage relay was exercised and
picked up at the correct value.
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- Additional troubleshooting failed to identify the cause of the trip. It

was determined that the generator breaker internal overcurrent devices
had not operated since the breaker could be reclosed without pushing the
breaker reset button. It is unlikely that a. loose connection caused the
breaker to trip since the trip circuit is normally de-energized and must
energize to trip. An inspection of the trip circuit wiring failed to
reveal any anomalies.

The change to be made to the pickup setting on the exciter overcurrent
relays-is considered sufficient corrective action for this incident. No
further corrective action is deemed necessary.

There was no damage to plant equipment or release of radioactivity as a
result of this incident. At no time did this event pose a threat to the
public health and safety.

Previous occurrences: none
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- U. S.. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Document Control Desk

| Washington .'DC 20555

-

ULNRC- 1091

Gentlemen:

DOCKET-NUMBER 50-483~
CALLAWAY PLANT UNIT 1

FACILITY OPERATING LICENSE NPF-30
LICENSEE EVENT REPORT 85-022-00

MANUAL REACTOR TRIP-

The enclosed ~-Licensee Event Report'is-submitted pursuant to '

10 CFR 50.73(a)(2)(iv) concerning a manual Reactor Trip due to opening

of the. Rod Drive Motor / Generator Set Output Breaker.
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d S. E. Miltenberger A

1 Manager, Callaway Plant

CDN/WRR/JWK/drs
Enclosure,:
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cc- dist'ribution for ULNRC-1091

'Mr. James G. Keppler
Regional Administrator

' 10fficefof Inspection & Enforcement
:U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Region III
799 Roosevelt Road
Glen Ellyn,TIL 60137

American Nuclear Insurers
e/o Dottie Sherman,. Library
The_ Exchange Suite 245
270 Farmington Avenue
Farmington, CT- 06032

Records Center
Institute of Nuclear Power Operations

' Suite 1500
-1100 circle 75 Parkway
Atlanta, CA 30339

NRC Resident Inspector
D. F. Schnell
J. F. McLaughlin

J. E. Davis (Z40LER)
D.-W. Capone /R. P. Wendling

. .

F. D. Field-
R. L. Powers

' A. C. Passwater/D. E. Shafer/D. J. Walker
G. A. Hughes

. .

W. R. Robinson (QA Record)
.J. M. Price-
C.' D.'Naslund
R. A. McAleenan

-L. K. Robertson (470)(NSRB)
Merlin Williams, Wolf Creek
SEM Chrono
3456-0021.6
3456-0260
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